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A Restaurant Where the Bathroom Soap
Complements the Meal
By JAMES CLASPER JAN. 11, 2018

“I like to get a bit of a surprise when I go to the bathroom at a restaurant,” the Danish chef Adam Aamann explains when asked why he has taken a hands-on approach — quite literally
— to the restrooms in his new restaurant. Diners freshening up at Aamanns 1921 — which opened in Copenhagen in August and offers a modern take on classic Danish cuisine — are
given a choice of two liquid soaps. One smells of lemon, cedar, bergamot and thyme; the other carries notes of lemon, bergamot, orange and rosemary. Both were handmade by
Aamann himself.

“I like to throw myself at things I haven’t tried before,” he says, standing in the kitchen of his three-story house in Osterbro, one of Copenhagen’s smartest neighborhoods. “I also
thought it would be an extraordinary way of tickling people.”

In particular, Aamann wanted to “create the full experience” at Aamanns 1921: for diners to return to the table with — one hopes — clean hands that smell like the herbs used in
the kitchen. In other words, the soap should provide a “reference” to the food. At Aamanns 1921 that means smorrebrod — Denmark’s traditional open-faced sandwich, adorned with
fixings that include marinated herring, matured cheese, kohlrabi and pickled onions. Aromatic herbs adorn most dishes.

It won’t surprise seasoned observers of the Danish culinary scene that Aamann is making his own soap. The 43-year-old is credited with restoring the reputation of smorrebrod.
The dish had fallen out of fashion when, in 2006, Aamann opened a deli in Copenhagen and began making it with fresh, seasonal ingredients produced from scratch, such as
fermented herring, pickled vegetables and sourdough bread. (For Aamanns 1921, he even bought a stone mill so that he could produce his own flour.)

At the time, Aamann’s decision to focus on smorrebrod was unusual: Few chefs took the lunchtime staple seriously, while contemporaries such as René Redzepi, the head chef at
Noma, were focused on the big picture — promoting sustainability, seasonality and Nordic culinary traditions such as fermenting and curing to bring about a food revolution and
change the way Danes ate. But Aamann’s gambit paid off, and today he’s one of Denmark’s best known chefs: He is the author of four cookbooks, presents a food program on DR,
Denmark’s public service broadcaster, and in 2007 received a prestigious award from the Danish Gastronomic Academy. Last year’s launch of Aamanns 1921 — his fourth restaurant —
merely confirmed his reputation as Copenhagen’s smorrebrod king.

Still, most restaurateurs might have found someone else to produce — if not procure — the soap used in their restaurant’s bathrooms. Both of those options were “on the table, too, of
course,” Aamann says. But, of soapmaking, he says, “But then I Googled it and saw it wasn’t that complicated.”

To prove his point, Aamann sets up a production line on his kitchen countertop, where last August he produced about 20 liters of soap for the new restaurant. His method
involves combining precise amounts of organic ingredients — including distilled water, foaming agents and aromatic essential oils — which he buys online.

He begins by combining oils in a jar, counting each drop sotto voce, and jotting down the total — a procedure that makes him resemble an apothecary. Aamann tests numerous
combinations, constantly making adjustments. (“Let’s try 10 drops of thyme, seven of lemon.”) Sometimes he crinkles his nose. (“Too much mint, it’s a bit toothpaste-y.”) Other times
he beams as if he’s solved a puzzle. Once satisfied with the ratio, he scales up the quantities and mixes everything in a large aluminum bowl.

Indeed, with its spoons and spatulas, the process resembles baking — though Aamann likens it to making snaps, the distilled spirit that’s flavored with botanicals and typically
paired with smorrebrod. “You could make a nice snaps using quince, but you might need something else to give it edge, like oak,” he says. “It’s the same with soap. If you use cedar oil,
which is warm and spicy, it would go with herbs such as rosemary and thyme, or citric oils like bergamot.” (Other advice for would-be soapmakers? “Follow your nose.”)

So far, diners are delighted with Aamann’s soap. “It’s had a huge impact on guests, with many wanting to know where to buy it,” he says. His peers, however, are “annoyed they
didn’t come up with the idea themselves,” he jokes.

Aamann has no plans to sell his soap, however. Instead, he wants to ramp up production and make enough for all of his restaurants. And with supplies of the first batch running
low, Aamann is working on new “recipes,” using ginger, mint and cinnamon. But he won’t be drawn out on the details. After all, it’s meant to be a surprise.
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